
STANDARD COUNTER SHIELD

STANDARD 24" DESK SHIELD

 37.75" TALL WITH RETAIL CUT OUT

 24.25" TALL WITH RETAIL CUT OUT

STANDARD COUNTER SHIELD

STANDARD 24" DESK SHIELD

 37.75" TALL WITHOUT RETAIL CUT OUT

 24.25" TALL WITHOUT RETAIL CUT OUT

Shield made of optically clear 1/8" polycarbonate.
Legs made of 3/16" clear polycarbonate and simply slide into slots of shield.
Legs extend 5" on either side of shield taking up 10" of total width on counter.

Upstaging vertical counter shields help keep your business stay in compliance with 
reopening best practices.  They add a simple and affordable protective barrier to 
separate staff and clients and help keep your facility safe.  We are offering standard 
product sizes, shown here, that are ready to ship immediately.  Additionally we can 
create custom sizes to meet specific needs with quick turn around.

Strong durable polycarbonate
Excellent value compared to 
acrylic and imported shields.

Lightweight 1/8" clear polycarbonate 
designed in stock sizes to offer an 

economical protection option.

Sturdy and perfect for retail & office use!

Shields without retail cut out still have 3/4" 
opening at bottom for paperwork transfer.

Stocked item, ready to ship 
immediately.

Made in the USA.
Quantity discounts available.
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STANDARD COUNTER & DESK SHIELD



COUNTER &
DESK SHIELD

PREMIUM

PREMIUM COUNTER SHIELD

PREMIUM 24" DESK SHIELD

 37.75" TALL WITH RETAIL CUT OUT

 24.25" TALL WITH RETAIL CUT OUT

PREMIUM COUNTER SHIELD

PREMIUM 24" DESK SHIELD

 37.75" TALL WITHOUT RETAIL CUT OUT

 24.25" TALL WITHOUT RETAIL CUT OUT

Shield made of optically clear 3/16" polycarbonate.
Legs made of 1/2" black HDPE and simply slide into slots of shield.
Legs extend 5" on either side of shield taking up 10" of total width on counter.

Upstaging vertical counter shields help keep your business stay in compliance with 
reopening best practices.  They add a simple and affordable protective barrier to 
separate staff and clients and help keep your facility safe.  We are offering standard 
product sizes, shown here, that are ready to ship immediately.  Additionally we can 
create custom sizes to meet specific needs with quick turn around.

Premium option uses thicker shield 
polycarbonate with larger legs 

creating a sturdier barrier. 

Black legs can create a more 
finished appearance, especially 
desirable in corporate settings.

Strong durable polycarbonate
Excellent value compared to acrylic 

and imported shields.

Sturdy and perfect for retail & office use!

Shields without retail cut out still have 3/4" 
opening at bottom for paperwork transfer.

Stocked item, ready to ship immediately.

Made in the USA.
Quantity discounts available.
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PREMIUM COUNTER & DESK SHIELD


